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2. L'EXPANSE Bajo el seudónimo de James S.A. Corey se ocultan dos escritores, Daniel Abraham y Ty Franck, los creadores de The Expanse, una serie de novelas con tanto éxito que la cadena Americana SyFy decidió comprar los derechos televisivos para intentar revivir glorias pasadas -ejem, Battle Galacticstara-. Tanto las novelas como la serie, que ya se emite desde finales de 2015, narran una
compleja historia que mezcla política, religión, batallas espaciales, aliens mysterious, mormons interelares e incluso zombies. Yes, zombies. Pese a la extraña mezcla, la historia está bien construida y sobre todo evoluciona bien, cada libro parece mejor que el anterior, y es algo difícil al contar ya con 6 novelas published y otras 3 confirmadas hasta 2019. Quizá la mejor promoción para The Expanse fue la
cita de George RR Martin, creator of Juego de Tronos -o Canción de Hielo y Fuego-: Hace mucho tiempo que no teníamos una ópera espacial que lo petara. As it could not be of otra form, the first novel of the series, Leviathan Wakes, printed the date on the cover. Does it hit her? No hemos encontrado ninguna edición en español ni fecha futura para la misma... Here you have las novelas ya published in
English. Además de los 6 libros, en el 'canon' del universo de The Expanse exist otras obras cortas que preceden o se intercalan entre las historias principales: Página 5 de 6 Anterior Siguiente [T] the authors are excellent with the exciting bits: The shipping punches and the battles are an emotion to follow. --Washington Post at the door of AbaddonA politically complex and dusty page turner.... Corey
perfectly balances the character's development with action... serial fans will find this installment even better. --Publishers Weekly on Abaddon's GateUn excellent space operatic debut in the great tradition of Peter F. Hamilton. --Charles Stross in Leviathan Wakes Combining an exploration of real human fragilities with great ideas of SF and exciting thriller action, Corey cements the series as an essential
space opera. --Library Journal on Cibola Burn (Starred Review)High adventure equaling the best space opera has to offer, high-edge technology, and a group of unforgettable characters bring the third installment of Corey's epic space drama (after Caliban's War and Leviathan Wakes) to an action-packed closing as it leaves room for more stories to unfold. Perhaps one of the best stories the genre has yet
to produce, this magnificent collaboration between fantasy author Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck should spark interest in ancient storytelling and cinematic covenant. Highly recommended. --Library Journal on Abaddon's Gate It's been too long since we've had a really kickass space opera. LEVIATHAN WAKES is an interplanetary adventure as it should be written, the kind of SF that made me fall in love
with the genre when, seasoned with a dollop of horror and a touch of noir. Jimmy Corey with the energy of a garbage newcomer and the polishing of a seasoned professional. Thus, this way the second book? --George R.R. Martin in Leviathan Wakes Literary Space Opera at its absolute best. --io9.com at the door of AbaddonReblant the interplanetary thriller. --Publishers Weekly on Leviathan WakesThe
fictional scientific equivalent of A Song of Ice and Fire... only with fewer beheadings and more spacecraft. --NPR Books on Cibola BurnThe Expanse is the best space opera series running at full tilt right now, and Cibola Burn continues this streak of excellence. --io9 in Cibola Burn James S.A. Corey is the pseudonym of fantasy author Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck. Both live in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Learn more about this series www.the-expanse.com. Detrás del pseudónimo de James S. A. Corey, se esconde el autor de ciencia ficción y fantasía Daniel Abrahan y Ty Franck, el asistente personal de George R. R. Martin durante el desarrollo de la adaptación televisivan de Juego de Tronos. The space opera series started with The Awakening of the Leviatan, cuyos derechos han sido vendidos a más
de doce países, ha conseguido el despertar el entusiasmo unánime del público y la crítica, y se ha labrado prescriptores de la talla de George R. R. Martin, quien no duda en definir esta novela como una de las mejores space opera que ha leído en mucho tiempo. En diciembre de 2015, la productora estadounidense Syfy emitió The Expanse, la adaptación fantàstic de El despertar del Leviatán, cuyo éxito
ha garantizado la emisión, en 2017, of a second season in Estados Unidos. Desde entonces, la serie de libros de James S. A. Corey se convertido se convertido una las obras clave del género en todo el mundo, gracias a una calidad que no decae con cada nuevo volumen. 2014 Goodreads Choice Award Nominated for Science Fiction 2015 Locus Nominated for Best Novel by SF ← Previous Next →
Abaddon's GateThe Vital Abyss Nemesis Games Cibola Burn is the fourth novel in the series The Expanse. It was released on June 17, 2014. The doors have opened the way to a thousand new worlds and the rush to colonize has begun. Settlers are looking for a new flow of life from humanity's home planets. Ilus, the first human colony of this new frontier, is born in blood and fire. Independent settlers are
against the overwhelming power of a corporate colony ship with only its determination, courage and skills learned in the long wars at home. Innocent scientists are slaughtered as they try to examine a new and alien world. The fight against Ilus threatens to spread all the way back to Earth. James Holden and the crew of his small ship are sent to make peace amid the war and meaning amid the chaos. But
the more you look at it, the more Holden thinks the mission was meant to fail. And the whispers of a dead man remind him that the great galactic civilization that once stood on this earth is gone. And that killed him. The doors have paved the way for thousands of planets and the earth's fever has begun. Settlers leave humanity's home in a vast and poorly controlled flood, landing in a new world. Among
them, the Rocinante, persecuted by the vast and posthuman network of the protomolecule while investigating what destroyed the great intergalactic society that built the doors and the protomolecule. But Holden and its crew must also face growing tensions between the settlers and the company that owns the official claim to the planet. Both sides will stop at nothing to defend what is theirs, but soon a
terrible illness hits and only Holden - with the help of the ghostly Detective Miller - can find the cure. The colony's ships have been passing through the gates of the wormhole and colonizing the worlds inside, expanding humanity's borders beyond the Sun system at a furious pace. Basia Merton, who previously lived in Ganymede until her son, Katoa, was used in the protomoletic experiment, was one of the
first settlers of Ilus, baptized as New Earth by the United Nations. They created a colony at First Landing where lithium reserves were closer to the planet's surface. Basia builds some improvised IED and destroys the landing pad built so that the Royal Charter Energy (RCE) colony ship, edward Israel, could land and begin its mining operation; However, a shuttle of the ship arrives much earlier than
expected, and is shot down in the explosion. Elvi Okoye, an exozoologist, is injured in the ferry crash, but survives; Many of his crewmates, including the Governor, are killed. Fayez Sarkis, geohydraulics, survives and bonds with Elvi. Dimitri Havelock, Miller's former partner, works in the security force aboard the Edward Israel. Rocinante has been occupying jobs escorting ships across the Sun Ring to
Medina station, formerly nauvoo and Behemoth. After docking, Fred Johnson, leader of the Takeover Bid, tells Holden that he has received a video of Chrisjen Avasarala; he wants me to mediate the situation in New Earth, as it is mostly impartial for the UN and the OPA. The OPA has fundamental disagreements with the UN which is responsible for delivering contracts for thousands of worlds, so Fred and
Avasarala are channelling things to prevent it from getting out of control. Holden ultimately promises to take the job, in part because they're going to establish the template for everything that follows, and partly because the money is really good. The Rocí heads through the Ring, but it will still take 73 days to reach New Earth. Meanwhile, Holden receives on-demand lawsuits from both parties demanding
that it force the other to grant; The Captain of the Beard insists they can sell their ore, while The Captain of Edward Israel continues his blockade, insisting that the independents are selling lithium illegally. Holden believes its mission is destined to fail, that both sides are as a chaplain. Miller keeps popping up. Holden asks Miller how he manages to follow him, and Miller tells him that the protomolecula put a
local node on his boat during the when the monster was in the cargo bay. Basia's daughter, Felcia, wants to leave Ilus to attend the University; She befriends Elvi and asks her to write a letter of recommendation. After a sandstorm, Elvi sees a light in the ruins and investigates; discovers explosives and reports their findings to the RCE security force. Co-op, the leader of the OPA resistance, tells Basia that
the RCE found the explosives and that they must go and put them out or they will be traced back. This is just a trap to get Basia to come, though. They all show up with guns and have a shootout, killing all RCE security there. Chief Adolphus Murtry, head of security at the RCE in Israel, takes a light ferry to extract the only surviving security personnel and stop the insurgents, leaving Havelock in charge of
the ship's safety. Holden and Amos land on the planet to absolutely no fans; Alex and Naomi, who cannot bear gravity due to their Belter physiology, are back in orbit. They walk to city square, where the two opposing sides, led by Major/Coordinator Carol Chiwewe and Murtry, face off in a shouting match. Both sides are asking Holden to take his side, but he wants to be impartial. Co-op threatens Murtry,
who in turn shoots Coop right in the eye; He has declared Martial Law in the city. Holden tells Murtry that he intends to prosecute him for murder, later; Amos tells Holden that he knows Murtry is set to kill himself, and that he will probably have to shoot him before long. In a meeting with other insurgents, Basia convinces them that they need Holden by his side, and that if things get worse, things will get
worse. The group recommends talking to Holden as Holden found his son at Ganymede. Elvi meets Holden and is a bit dismissive of him. She tells him that while humans have evolved for longer than life on this planet, over time something here will learn how to exploit them, not as a virus, that evolved with humans, but will learn to undermine them unless they can build antibodies to fight them. However, it
is already a problem because they did not establish a biosphere when they landed. Holden says they will come to this as soon as the other crisis is resolved. Holden holds the first joint meeting between Murtry and Chiwewe in an effort to establish the laws on Ilus. They reach a compromise where the takeover bid can send ore to the Barbapiccola, but they have to sign the RCE's mining explosives. As he
walked, Miller appears in Holden and explains that the former inhabitants of Ilus were powerful enough that they reshaped the entire planet, and had an orbital defense system that may have vaporized Ceres, but were still extinguished by the killers of the protomolecule's father race. Holden runs to Basia on his way back; Basia tells Holden who she is, and tells her not to they can make them go. Holden
can tell from his nervous behavior that he is in the resistance or knows Is. Naomi calls and warns her that there are massive energy spikes coming from her location. Havelock informs Murtry that he has turned his light shuttle into a makeshift fusion bomb, flying only for him or Murtry. Murtry also wants Havelock to train scientists to form a militia. Later, Captain Marwick tells Havelock that what happens on
the ground could have significant consequences for him and his ship when they return across the Ring with the OPA on the other side. The Roci collects something big by moving on the surface during energy spikes; Holden, Elvi, Fayez and Wei jump on a cart and make a coup. They find a large insect that Holden recognizes as one of the security drones at the ring road station that was so skilful at killing
things. It is consuming herbs and fungi in the soil to repair itself. Holden says they need to retire as soon as possible, but Wei opens fire on him, killing him. burn it to make sure it doesn't resurrect. Basia goes to another takeover meeting. his new plan is to remove all security forces and Holden, in an effort to make it economically unfeasible to occupy them. Basia doesn't want any part of it and she leaves.
At home, he tells his wife that he will talk to Holden about it; She tells him that her daughter goes on a ferry now to go to university and he runs to stop her. When he gets on the ferry, he realizes he'll be much happier and safer if he leaves, so he just gives him a proper goodbye. He tracks Holden down and warns him about what will happen; Holden isn't all that surprised, but he says it's irrelevant because
everyone is leaving the planet anyway, rather than alien technology waking up. Holden meets Murtry and Chiwewe and tells them all to leave, but neither agrees with their plan. Holden ultimately has to threaten to fire Murtry, but Murtry gets a call from his team, revealing that they all knew about the uprising because he has cheated on the whole city, and already has his people in position. He orders his
attack team to attack; they kill everyone inside a nearby house that Murtry called a terrorist cell. Murtry orders Basia to be taken as a prisoner for conspiring with the terrorist, but Holden declares custody of him on behalf of the UN, saying he will be held as a prisoner in the Roci. In addition to energy spikes, there have been twenty heat outcrotters on the planet. Roci lands and collects Basia. Naomi gives
him the free reign of the ship; He has not seen him as a prisoner since he saved the captain's life. She and Alex have realized that the RCE has turned their second shuttle into a bomb. They could shoot him with a round of gauss, but Naomi opts for the nonviolent route and evades to attach a remote cut to the engine. While doing Eva training exercises, someone on Havelock's team notices Naomi's
welding on the shuttle. They push her and she runs away, but they use her staples to her; They throw it at the brigade. Brigade. receives a visit from Miller; Miller admits that the protomolecule has been activating alien robots on the surface, but also that there is a large gap in the global network and that it needs Holden to check it; may be a remnant of the thing that killed the creators of the researcher.
Holden says he'll check it out as soon as they release Naomi. In the sky, one of the moons melts. Elvi will warn Holden about this, and also tells her that she thinks they have only encountered alien organisms on the planet so far that they are trying to wake up from hibernation and failure, but it is usually only a small percentage of organisms that fail when it darkens, and there is probably much more that
won't fail. While in the field, Elvi analyzes a butterfly animal; it turns out that it is not an animal at all, but another type of alien machine. Basia's wife Lucia, the city doctor, asks Elvi to stop. In his office, he has a boy whose eye has gone green; She thinks it is possibly organisms that live in the clouds, feeding on moisture. She tells Lucia she will talk to her people and Holden, and hopefully they can find a
cure. Over the center of the largest island in Ilus, on the opposite side of the planet from First Landing, a huge eruption occurs, creating tidal waves hundreds of feet high, flattening half the planet, and illuminating the dark side of the planet as a second sun has appeared. The shockwave will soon spread to the other side of the planet. Alex calls Holden and warns him that it is about 6 hours before the
impact of the shockwaves, that it is too early to bring roci down for evacuation or for them to take the RCE ferry off the planet. They decide that the best course of action is to get everyone in the alien ruins. The storm front hits for 16 long hours. Then there is nothing on the outside, but mud, no remains to prove that humans were never even there. Silt slugs begin to emerge from the soil; someone touches
one and immediately dies. Everyone chips to block all access points from the ruins of the invasion of toxic slugs, plastic hanging sheets in the windows, digging trenches, etc. Holden tells Murtry they need to get everyone off the planet. he agrees, but plans to return later. Havelock tries to send supplies on one of the light ferries, but the planetary defense system goes online and shoots the shuttle down,
apparently from some kind of cannon on one of the moons. Foreigners also have some kind of cushioning field that prevents nuclear fusion from occurring, so all reactors on ships are disconnected, forcing them to run only with battery power. Without their units, the orbits of the ships begin to fall. Miller appeared to tell Holden he should use the transfer network to get to the blind spot you are looking for;
Holden tells him later, after he saves everyone. Miller suggests that perhaps airdrops from supplies are probably innocuous enough that the defence network doesn't remove them, so Havelock Havelock supplies in this way, successfully. To make things even worse in Ilus, organisms that lived in the clouds infect everyone through rain, and they all start to go blind except Holden. Elvi and the other scientists
desperately try to find a cure, and eventually Elvi realizes that Holden's cancer drugs are what prevents parasites from igniting him. Since Havelock still refuses to release Naomi, Basia EVA has ended up in Edward Israel and begins cutting through the hull. Murtry tells Havelock to assemble his ad hoc assault team to stop the invaders using extreme prejudice. Havelock doesn't want things to increase any
more than they already have, and since Naomi is arguably the best engineer to solve the merger situation, she's taken care of by the brigade. He pulls some of his own team along the way with Tasers and non-lethal rounds, and finally finds Basia. They manage to get out of an air chain and reach roci intact. Holden fights Murtry, but doesn't kill him. Elvi tells Holden that his cancer medications are healing
blindness, and that everyone should be able to see them in a few hours, maybe days. After a quick nap, he finally agrees to help Miller and joins him in the material transfer system. Basia goes eva again and binds ties to the Barbapiccola so that Roci can tow it into a more stable orbit. They manage to propel him in many ways when Israel launches its torpedo turned into a shuttle to roci. Alex shoots the
PDCs and shreds the shuttle, but the shrapnel penetrates Rocinante's helmet, cutting several small holes through it, and injuring Havelock's arm. Naomi and Baz patch all the holes, but the maneuvering thrusters on one side are all fired; Alex informs them that they will lose Barb and there is nothing they can do about it. They plan to evacuate part of the barb crew to roci, but ultimately decide to try to use
the railway gun as a thruster. Everything goes according to plan and again briefly prevent the orbit of Barbs from decomposition; However, Israel is launching its EVA security team towards the Roci. In Ilus, Murtry and Wei took off in a work trolley after Holden. Amos and Elvi get the other cart to work and, along with Elvi's new boyfriend, Fayez, follow their tracks. Holden faints for about 20 hours, and when
he wakes up, Miller tells him he'll have to go the rest of the way on foot. Miller takes control of one of the giant alien maintenance mechanisms and uses them to cut the door of the transit car, clearing the debris by blocking the track. Holden climbs on to his back and takes him to his destination. They arrive at the processing station and Miller explains that the entire planet contains rare materials in the
galaxy; It's basically an interstellar gas station. With the Rocis PDCs down, Havelock goes EVA and Shoot down the attacking team and its improvised missiles. One of the missiles finds its mark; only superficial damage to Roci, Roci, Hits Havelock from the boat and throws shrapnel at his leg. Basia comes out and retrieves it with a grapnel. Israel's attackers launched some missiles at Barb and knocked
him down, also irreparablely damaging the link to the Roci. Basia heads to the Barb and Havelock covers it. Elvi and Amos finally reach the enormous alien structure where Holden is located; find Murtry's cart abandoned, the engine burned. Within the structure, Wei tells them that they are not allowed to go further; Amos shoots and kills her, Murtry shoots Amos in the back several times, but does not
penetrate his armor, although he blows some of his fingers. Amos shoots Murtry in the chest, but his armor saves him. Fayez tells Murtry that this is his fault, that Amos was trying to save everyone, and hits Murtry on the nose. Elvi runs to find Holden while Murtry shoots Fayez. While Havelock shoots the imminent attackers, trying to disable only their EVA packages instead of killing them, the chief
engineer in charge of the militia continues to goad and insult Havelock and roci's crew. Basia then comes up with the idea of joining multiple inflatable socks to get people from Barb to Roci. The Captain of Israel promises to give some spare parts so that everyone at the Bar will be able to be saved before the ship breaks into the atmosphere. The chief engineer begins to call israel's captain, saying he will
use lethal force to prevent the enemy from being given help. Suddenly, the head complaints are cut to half a sentence and Alex admits to shooting him with the railway gun, saying he got the shot and asking if he's in trouble. Using ties, they successfully get all portable docks in Israel; Shortly afterwards, The Beard explodes into the atmosphere. Basia is overcome with pain when he realizes that the people
of Israel, those who saved his people, were the people he killed when he bombed the RCE ferry. Elvi crosses the complex and practically stumbles right towards Holden and this insect machine with him. She warns him about Murtry and tells him that he believes Amos is dead. Holden inadvertently introduces Elvi to the proto-Miller-controlled alien mechanism and tells her and Miller to save the planet; goes
after Murtry. They arrive at a room with a vortex spinning out of darkness over the darkness that Elvi describes as the eye of an angry God, but Miller can't see it. Holden meets Murtry on the opposite sides of a bridge; Murtry says he has to stop him from sning out the technology because the RCE can learn from it, and even if that means he and all his people have to die, so be it. He also tells Holden that
Amos and Fayez are still alive, but barely. Both prepare for a wild-west-style shootout, but while Murtry is busy, Holden shoots him several times in the chest, arm and leg. Holden patches him up and saves him, and then tells him to friends back home who owe you favors, who plan to charge humiliating Murtry. Suddenly, the machinery around them begins to come to life. Miller activates all the equipment
he can, wanting to throw everything at the black thing in the center of his room. Foreigners aren't happy with that and they attack Miller and Elvi. She manages to avoid them by hiding behind the black hole, as they cannot see it, and kill themselves by chasing her. Miller is irreparablely damaged though, so he asks Elvi to take the almond-shaped blue unit inside him and walk it to the dead place. Just as
robots are about to overcome it, she slips into the dead place. Inside, she feels shattered and put back together again, and then passes by on the other side. Everything is dark and all the machines are out again, the dark spot remains. Miller takes control of everything, becomes the whole world. Proto-Miller stops coming. Holden lets Roci know that the planet's defense system is down and Alex fires the
engines; everyone else follows his example. Roci lands in Ilus to drop off supplies. About half of the Barb settlers decided to stay with the planet's scientists, and the other half chose to return with Israel and roci. The video of the rescue of the Barb crew in Israel hits the feeders back home, and Havelock and Captain Marwick are portrayed as heroes of the RCE who saved the settlers. Everyone on the
planet is finally working together, and they might actually have a chance to survive. Holden and the roci crew take off; Let Basia stay behind with his family. Holden wears an EVA suit and a blowtorch in roci's cargo bay and smashes it until he finds the remaining piece of protomolecula. He charges her in a probe and fires the probe into the Ilus' father star. Murtry is locked up in the medical bay, and will be
tried by the UN in Luna. On Mars, Avasarala meets Bobbie Draper and explains that the MCR is engaged. She had planned for Holden to fail, but since she did not, the population of Mars will leave the inhospitable planet in droves to the new worlds. The only thing Mars will have stopped selling are its 15,000 nuclear warheads. Cibola Burn was released on June 5, 2014 in Europe, and on June 17, 2014 in
the United States. Cibola Burn is the first book in the series to see a hardcover release[1]. The book was also published as a commercial pocket book in Europe[2]. On May 15, 2015, a mass-market rustic edition was published, which contained a preview of the Ndmesis Games. Page 2 The editor will be loaded now. If you still see this message after a few seconds, reload the page. Page.
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